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Non-deliverable options
clearing from LCH
As LCH’s ForexClear is about to start clearing non-deliverable foreign
exchange options (NDOs), we asked Kah Yang Chong, Head of ForexClear
Product, Europe, the Middle East and Africa, to tell us more about this initiative.

arrival of UMR Phases 5 and 6 acting
as the main driver.
What are the benefits of NDO
clearing for both clients and market
makers?
As well as providing margin savings
and netting benefits, the addition of
cleared NDOs enables a holistic view
across margin, capital, risk, operational
and UMR set-up costs. Over time, this
could be reflected in better liquidity

Why are NDOs a natural progression

This highlights how NDOs complement

or pricing in clearing compared to

and such a good fit with your

our existing product suite.

uncleared positions. Just as importantly,

clearing. The standardised calculation

Our NDO product will launch in four
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existing clearing offerings?

it also opens up new categories of users,

for RWA permits a lower 2%

EM currency pairs (USD/BRL, USD/

It is therefore no surprise that the appeal

with clients, such as buy-side firms and

counterparty risk weighing against a

INR, USD/KRW and USD/TWD) and

The addition of non-deliverable options

of FX clearing has grown rapidly since

corporates, now able to access the CCP

CCP, compared to a minimum of 20%

five G10 currency pairs (AUD/USD,

(NDOs) to the ForexClear line-up

the introduction of uncleared margin

to clear their FX options. This access was

against a AAA-rated entity. Further,

EUR/USD, GBP/USD, USD/CHF and

completes the range of vanilla FX

rules (UMR), with ForexClear clearing an

previously limited to direct members.

under the SA-CCR framework, trade

USD/JPY), with a maximum tenor of

products that are available for clearing

average of USD 70bn to USD 80bn of

exposure against a CCP attracts a

two years. NDF hedges to NDOs will

at LCH’s FX clearing service. The

FX transactions between members and

Those clients that are able to clear

lower 10-day Margin Period of Risk

also be accepted as part of LCH’s

portfolio benefits of this are particularly

clients daily, and hitting all-time record

most of their FX products in scope for

(MPOR), versus a potential 20-day

non-deliverable FX service, and the

interesting; we have analysed portfolios

volumes in H1 2020.

UMR, including NDOs, may be able to

MPOR for uncleared trades under

portfolio of NDFs and NDOs will be

better navigate the rules, which will

certain criteria.

settled and margined together.

where NDO risks are completely offset
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Buy-side clients, such as asset managers and insurance funds, have also shown interest in both emerging
market and G10 NDO currency pairs

by existing cleared Non-Deliverable

While a key driver for this growth

capture many hundreds of firms in

Forward (NDF) positions. In these cases,

is the opportunity to realise net

Phases 5 and 6. By choosing to clear

How have you gone about testing

Who will be able to access the new

NDOs cost either no additional margin

funding savings by optimising margin

all their in-scope FX products, clients

the clearing of NDOs, and how

service?

to clear, or could potentially provide

requirements, it is not the only reason.

may be able to avoid the burdensome

have you responded to the

margin savings on existing cleared NDFs.

By expanding the scope of cleared

UMR set-up process, which includes

feedback this generated?

products, market participants can also

ISDA negotiations, collateral schedule

maximise the efficiencies gained from

negotiations, custodian set-up, and

We partner closely with our customers

the non-deliverable FX service, which

risk, operational and legal netting

reconciliation of daily initial and variation

to ensure all relevant functionality

will consist of cleared NDFs and NDOs,

against a single counterparty (the CCP).

margin, typically at fund level.

and workflows are tested prior to

through a clearing broker or FCM.

ForexClear is seeing surging volumes of NDF trades cleared

Both direct members and buy-side and
corporate clients are able to access

going live. Active testing is currently
How significant is the market

According to ISDA, dealers are expecting

underway with our customers in a

How would you envisage

demand for NDO clearing, and

to set up UMR relationships with up

beta environment, and any feedback

expanding the service in the

where is it coming from?

to 9,400 existing relationships, in

we receive is continuously looped back

future, and what factors could

aggregate, ahead of the final two

to our product team and developers to

influence this?

Our analysis of volume data from

phases. We therefore believe dealers

enhance or fix, as needed. Our teams

publicly available sources (such as the

would also welcome any savings in UMR

work using agile principles, so we

We will continue to work with our

2019 BIS Triennial Survey, and SDR

set-up costs through FX clearing.

are constantly learning and building

customers to engage and listen to

on our features, which is especially

their requirements for future product
enhancements.

data) validates the strong demand
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coming from our existing membership,

Another important benefit to dealers

important during testing cycles. This

which includes both global and

is capital savings. The favourable

will ensure our customers are ready

regional banks that are seeking

Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) and

to reap the benefits as soon as the

Our current road map includes plans

to further optimise their margin

Standardised Approach Counterparty

service launches, seamlessly and

to add new currency pairs to the

requirements across the board. Buy-

Credit Risk (SA-CCR) treatment for

efficiently.

service and extend the maximum tenor

side clients, such as asset managers

cleared trades under the Basel III

and insurance funds, have also shown

framework for counterparty credit

What products will the new

five years. These enhancements have

interest in both emerging market (EM)

risk enables dealers to optimise their

cleared service initially focus on,

been prioritised based on the demand

and G10 NDO currency pairs, with the

capital and balance sheet usage in

and what currencies are involved?

we have received from our customers.

for certain currency pairs from two to
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